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In the process of Chinese civil judicial reform, due attention hasn’t been paid to 
the levy system of civil action expenses. The high fees cause people’s right of suit to 
be unable to obtain the full protection. This thesis starts with the theoretical basis of 
civil action expenses, tries to illustrate the present situation of the levy system of civil 
action expenses and the foreign related legislation and analyzes the defects in the 
existing system in China. And then the author points out that the system should be 
reconstructed with the basis of national conditions. 
The thesis is divided into four chapters besides preface and conclusion. 
Chapter One reviews the legal basis of the levy system of civil action expenses 
through the dual relation between civil action expenses and litigant right of suit to 
pursue benefit maximization, rational distribution of production just cost among 
litigant, nation and society. 
Chapter Two from the angle of comparison introduces the levy system in some 
main countries of the mainland legal system and the British and American legal 
system. And it continues to compare the Chinese levy system with the levy system in 
those countries in the aspects of the expense constitution, the type, means of levy and 
standard of levy. The comparison serves as both an illumination and reference for the 
reform of the levy system in China. 
Chapter Three illustrates the present levy system in China from the historical 
development, expense constitution, nature and formulation of rules. And mainly 
analyzes the problems of the existing system such as the design of system, the main 
body of the legislation, the basis of levy and the formulation of laws. 
Chapter Four in view of the problems raised in Chapter three focuses on the 
reform plans including reforming the design of the existing system, changing the main 
body of the legislation and some detailed measures to reconstruct the levy system. 
The author also emphasizes that other necessary systems related to the levy system 
should be consummated. Only in this way can the reform be carried out smoothly and 
a scientific and reasonable levy system of civil action expenses can be established to 
realize justice. 
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